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If anything is hot today and garnering attention round-the-globe then definitely its mobile computing.
Now, you access your e-mail, chat with your friends, work from home, share photos and do more
while you are on the way. No one likes to miss the opportunity to smile on the success of friends
and family. It has given a reason to celebrate every moment and stay in touch with world when they
need the most relieve. Acer is the brand, which has got the nerve of people and has ventured into
the zone of mobile computing with its pioneer series Aspire and TravelMate.

Letsâ€™ discover the various features to support mobile computing. Take a note of Acer reviews if you
are willing to buy a masterpiece.

Communication tools:

With IEEE 802.11b/g/n and fast Ethernet stay connected with the outside world in reliable and
seamless manner. Enjoy video chats using the Aspire's quality webcam. Use Bluetooth to enable
quick short-range wireless sharing, and data transfer.

Mobility and Durability:

It ensembles look, durability and performance to match with the latest trend under each and every
circumstance. A variety of environmentally sustainable materials with inviting textures and sturdy
construction endow the Aspire Series with a unique and solid feel.

Performance :

The brand has shipped the Aspire series with AMD Fusion processor (1.3 GHz) and DDR3 SDRAM
and Serial ATA hard drive interface to support graphics-intensive multimedia and multitasking. It
provides ample storage for all stuffs you may wish to keep.

Graphics and Entertainment :

Watch movies, Internet videos, pictures and more in high-resolution supported by CineCrystal
technology powered with AMD Graphics. Enjoy true-to-life and studio quality songs on Dolby-
optimized surround sound using a Blu-ray Disc drive.

Acer Aspire is available in a diverse range of notebooks with the performance, graphics and
communication tools to maximize your digital entertainment, complete your daily tasks, and keep
you in touch with friends and family, whether you're at home or on the go. TravelMate with its vPro
technology has gone a step ahead when it comes to data safety. The Acer MediaBay, has emerged
as a convenient and easy tool to support your extended data.

If you love computing then obviously you will be concerned of its data. Why not? Now, own an Acer
Aspire One netbook, and leave your worry behind. It wonâ€™t ask for any repair or restore CD because
itâ€™s born with recovery partition intact. You can also transfer the data from Acer Aspire One Recovery
hard-disk to an external USB and keep it as a backup.

Acer has introduced state-of-the-art finger-recognition technology to shield your system hard-disk
against any intrusions. Even if you lost it then proprietary Wi-Fi technology will help you to track it
back.
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Acer Customer Support is around you to make your journey smooth, secure and hassle-free. The
moment, you are in trouble call the panel over the Internet or over the phone to fix any software or
hardware issues with the product. Experts are ready to hear from you, no matter where you are.
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